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HAMILTONIAN ODEs ON A SPACE OF DEFICIENT MEASURES· 
L. CHAYESt , W. CANGBO~ , AND H.K. LEI§ 
Abstract. We continue tho study (initiated in [L. Ambrosio and W. Gangbo, Commun. Pure 
Appl. Math., 61, 18-53, 2007] of Borel measures whoso time evolution is provided by an interacting 
Hamiltonian structure. Here, tbe principal focus is the development and advancement of deficlency 
in the measure caused by displacement of mass to infinity in finite time. \Ve introduce - and study in 
its own right - a regulari:.!:ation scheme based on a dissipative mechanism which naturally degrades 
mass according to distance traveled (in phase space). Our principal results are obtained based on 
some dynamical considerations in the form of a condition which forbids mass to return from infinity. 
Key words. [nfinit.e dimensional Hamiltonian, ODEs on measure spaces, Wasscrstein metric. 
AMS subject c lassifications. 37Kx.x, 49-xx, 35Qxx, 53Dxx. 
1. Introduction 
In this work, we further the study of time evolution for certain Borel measures 
whose underlying dynamic is provided by a Hamiltonian structure. In particular, 
for a given measure JJ.t on D := 2d-dimensional phase space for a fluid or particle 
system in d-dimensioru;, one is led to consider a ·'Harnlltonian functional", .Jt'(JJ.t ), 
whose gradient with respect to the Wasserstein metric (see equation (2.19)) provides 
the velocity field which in turn evolves the measure. While the case where mass is 
conserved has already been considered in, e.g., [ll, our concern in this note is the 
problem of Hamiltonian dynamics where the kinematics allow for the possibility that 
partides may reach infinity in finite time. (As can be readily checked, dynamics 
subject to an external potential with a super-quadratic drop to negative infinity shall 
satisfy such a property.) 
Motivated by the fact that mass-conserving dynamics can be described by an 
appropriate continuity equation, as described in [lJ, we begin by developing a weak 
theory of a deficient continuity equation where mass is degraded according to distance 
traveled in phase space. It is worth emphasizing that this is a natural regularization 
for which degradation of mass is ever present; moreover, this regularization allows us 
to look at infinite volume measure-S from the outset. On the ot.her hand, it is noted 
that while the work in (1] employs the Wasserstein distance - which is equivalent to 
vague convergence along with convergence of second moments, our result is much more 
modest: In the present note we shall content ourselves, ultimately, with distributional 
convergence, i.e., weak convergence restricted to finite volumes. 
This restriction to finite volumes induces certain dynamical considerations. In-
deed, it is almost a tautology that the dynamics cannot be well-described distribu-
t ionally without some notion that particles catmot ''return from infinity". (Such a 
condition can be established in a variety of circumstances, the most trivial example 
being in the case of a radially symmetric potential, where the existence of infinitely 
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many "outward" maxima clearly defiue regious of no retum.) A general version of 
such a condition, which we refer to as a. dynamical hypothesis, will be described in 
Section 3. With such a dynamical hypothesis in hand. we shall indeed be able to 
extract some limiting dynamics as our regularization parameter tends to zero and 
establish a mass convergence result as detailed in Section 4. 
2. P re liminaries 
ln this section we wilJ introduce the dPikient. rontinuity equation and establish 
some basic properties. 
2.1. D eficient equ ation and a priori estimates. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We will denote by ult the space of all finite Bor·el measu1·es generated 
by the open sets in R0 . Given some a~ 0 and a Borel measure p E .4'1, we define 
to be Lhe ex-exponential moment of p.. We also let M o: denote the set of all Borel 
measures with finite cx-exponenltal moment. 
Before we state a preliminary existenre result for fixed velocity fields, we will 
make the following observation: 
P ROPOSITION 2.2. LetT> 0 and let v: [O.T] x R0 ~JRD be a Borel vector field such 
that Vt := v( t, ·) is locally Lipschttz for every t E [0. T]. Let us assume that for every 
compact K C JR0 , !K E £l(O,T), wher-e 
!K(t) =sup lvtl + Lip(vt,K). 
xEK 
(i) Then for all x in &0 , there e:Nts a r(x) > 0 such that there exists a (unique) 
solution to the ODE 
X1 =vt(X1), X 0 =x, 
on [O,r(x)). Further. either-r(x)=T ort...-+ IXel is unbounded on [O,r(x)), in 
which case 
r (x) 
Jo IXe l dt = oo. 
(ii) T he function T:R0 -t(O,oo) is lowe1· semicontinuous and for tE(O,T) the 
function Xt is one-to-one on lhe open set 
Proof For each x, existence up to some maximal time T(x) follows by standard 
ODE theory given the assumption on Vt· Furthermore, the solution trajector ies are 
continuous. If r(x)<T and tHIXtl is bounded on [O,r(x)) then IHXt is Lipschit~ 
on that set and so, it admits a left limit X.r(x) at r(x ). Then the identity X t = 
Xo+ J;vsoXs ds can first be Pxtendf.'d to t=r(x) and then beyond. In particular, if 
IX,.(:r)l is bounded, then we could extend the solution of the ODE to a larger interval, 
contradicting the maximality of r(x). 
Let Db denote the ball of radius b around the origin, and for t < T set 
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We shall next demonstrate that IEt(b) is an open set.. Let x E Bt(b) and y satisfying 
lx - !!I < o with o to be spccifi<'d momentarily: For L > 0 suppose that o has been 
chosen so that 
(2.1) 
We claim that under these conditions, yEB1(b+L). Indeed, clearly yEB.,(b+L) 
for fJ > 0 sufficiently small; let us suppose that fJ is maximal and assume towards a 
contradiction that fJ < t. Letting r(t) := IX1 (x)- X1 (y)l we directly see that for any 
t' <fl. 
Thus, certainly, by Gronwall 's inequality r( t' ) < L for any t' $ fJ, but continuity then 
also implies that r(~9 +77) < L for some sufficiently small77 > 0, contradicting the max-
imality of~~ - We conclude that t'J?::t. So yEBt(b+L). Now, since X(x,·)[O,t] is 
compact we have that x E !at ( b') for some b' < b; finally, choosing L = b- b' we have 
y E B1 (b) and we have established that !at( b) is an open set. 
As for the semicontinuity, let x E R0 and choose an arbitrary positive number rt 
smaller than r(x) and then choose tE(r(x) - a,r(x)). As X(x ,·)[O,t] is a compact 
set. it is contained in a ball Db. Choose L = l , say, and o as in equation (2.1) (with 
6 « 1). Since D0 (x) , the open ball of center x and radius 6, is contained in lBt(b+ 1) 
and we haver?:: t > r(x) - a on Dt~(x). This proves that liminf114,.r(y) > r(x) - a. As 
a is arbitrary we conclude that liminfy-.:z:r(y)?:: -r(r). Thus r is lower semicontinuous 
and, moreover, it follows that S1 an open set. 
Finally, if x,yESt are such that Xt(x ) = Xt(Y) then the functions s~r .. (s) := 
Xt-s (x) and s --7 ry ( s) := Xt-R (y) satisfy 
Ws :=-'tit-s 
on [O,t]. Hence r.,(t)=ry(t), i.e. x=y, which proves that X 1 is one-to-one on St. 0 
REMAnK 2.3. Let l' d<'note a v~locity field sat-isfying the hypothesis of Proposition 
2.2. 
(i) To ensure that !1< is Borel measw·ablc it suffices to assume that 1•(·,x) is Borel 
measurable for every x E 1R0 . 
(ii) Let 0 be the set of (x,t) such that O<t<-r(:-J:). The lower semicontinuity of 
r ensures that 0 is an open subset of IR0 x (O,oo). Also, (x,t) ~ Xt(x) is continuous 
on 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For fixed ao > 0, 0' > 0. and 0 < T < oo. let 110 E M 0 0 denote some 
initial Borel measure on IR 0 , and let Vt denote a veloctty field satisfying the hypothe~i~ 
of Proposition 2.2. Then 
(i) there exists (1-ldte[O,TJ such that 
OtJ.tt + "V · ( Vtftt) = -e:lvtlllt, 
in !he sense of distribution: V'rpEC,;x>(IR0 x (O,T)), 
{T { (Ot.P+(vt."Vtp)) d~tt dt = {T ( e:!vt i <p d~-tt dt; lo lao lo }Ro 
(2.2) 
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(ii) lhe measure Jl.t is supported by X 1(St) and 
where R1 is defined as in equation (2.4); 
(iii) furthermore, if n~min{a0 ,£}, then Ma(JJt) is monotonically nonincreasmg 
in t. in particular the total mass Mo(JJt) is monotonically nonincreasing in 
t. 
Pr-oof For a positive integer b we select a map <t/': IR0 -+ Db+ 1 of class C 2 with 
Lipschitz constant less than or equal to b such that ¢b(.c) = .r for !J-1 $ b, and «Pb(:r)- 0 
for lxl2: 2 +b. Let Xf be the solution of the ODE as described in Proposition 2.2 when 
t> is substituted by vb=vo¢h. Note that as 
. b 1 IXtl~fDo+t• fo.n EL (O,T), 
xt exists for all t E [0, Tl and is invertible. Let Bt (b) be as above and observe that 
xEBt(b), ===> x:(x)=Xs(x) 'r1 sE [O,tj. 
Indeed, for xEBt(b) and s$ t, 
Set 
•,b X b# /Jt = t J.Lo, 
where R~ is defined on [0, Tj x IR0 by 
Similarly, for t < T and :J; E § 1 we define 
As 
in the sense of distribution 011 (0, T) x IR0 , 
n b ...., ( b b)_ I 11
1 
b Ut/Jt + v. Vtf.Lt --£: Vt 1-'t 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
in the sense of distribution on (0, T) x IR0 . We use equation (2.3) to observe, for t < T, 
I. Rb Xb( )- { RtoX1(x) ift<r( .. r), lffi t 0 t X -
b->oo 0 if t 2: r(J). (2.6) 
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As (t,x)-+ R~ 0 xt(x) is continuous, the limiting function irL equation {2.6) is 11 Borel 
function. FortE [O,T) W<' defin<' lhe mcasnr<' Jlt supported by X1(S1) by 
f '1/ldJ.tt = f ( R1 1/;) o X t d11o lao is, 
for 1/J E Cb(R0 ) . By equations (2.3) and (2.6), 
lim fT( ( cp(t ,y) dJ,L~ (y)) dt = fT( ( rp(t ,y) dJtt(Y)) dt (2.7) b-.oo}o }Ro lo l ao 
for .p E Cb([O, Tj x JRD). 
1. Claim: (Jt)tc [o,T] satisfies equation (2.2). 
Proof of Claim I. In light of equatiou (2.5) it suffices to show for arbitrary 
<pEC~((O,T) xR0 ) that 
Jim fT( { (V'cp,vb) dJt~(y))dt = fT( ( (V'<p,v) d~tt(Y)) dt b-.oo }o lao Jo lao 
and 
Let r > 0 be chosen so that, say, the set [r. T- rJ x B 1;r contains the support of rp. ~ow 
let w be such that [vl<w on [r,T-rjxB1;r· Then once b>w. we have (V'rp,vb) = 
(V'rp, v) and so equation (2. 7) yields the first identity of the claim. \\'e obtain the 
second identity in a similar manner. 
In the above, the left hand sides actually equal the right hand sides once b is large 
enough, so that Db subsumes the support of <p since then vb = v and we may apply 
equation (2.7). 
2. Claim: Let a::; min{ o-o. e: }. Then !1100 ,0 (Jtt) is monotonically nonincreasing in 
l. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let 0 5 t 1 < t2 5T. As v b is of compact support, equation 
(2.5) implies 
(2.8) 
so with rjl = ,o:lxl we get that 
holds if a::; g , and hence 
(2.9) 
As a 5 g we have 
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and so, the inequality 
yields 
Since .r-+exp(al:rl) belongs to L1 (1Jo), we may use equations (2.3) and (2.6) and 
apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem to obtain that 
which shows that Moo,a(tt~) tends to Moo.a(JL,) as b tends to oo. This together with 
(2.9) proves the claim. 0 
REMARK 2.5. We make some remarks on some (almost) automatic extensions of 
these results. 
(i) The fact that the a-exponential moment of the solution of (2.2) decreases in 
time ensures that we can repeat Proposition 2.4 on the interval [T,2T], ... , [nT,(n+ 
l)TJ to obtain that equation (2.2) is satisfied on [O,oo) x JRD. 
(ii) If v is a velocity field satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2.2 and only 
the mth moment of tto is finite (i.e., p.o may not have an a-exponential moment) then 
the rnth moment of /1-t stays bounded on [0, T). (ln the particular case where m = 0, 
the total mass of Jlt is less than or equal to that of /lo.) Indeed, let us define 
Then 
Now we divide the integral into {x: S,(x) <!xi} and {x: S1(x) >!xi}. The integral over 
the former region is bounded by 2'" times the initial moment, whereas the integral 
over the latter region is bounded by a constant depending on ~. 
(iii) Assume a, v, and JLo are as in Proposition 2.4. Let t-+ tt1 be the solution 
obtained in that proposition and let cp E C 1 (JRd). Then we claim, that after some 
computations along the lines of the proof of the proposition, that 
(2.10) 
Indeed. we can first obtain the inequality in equation (2.10) tor cp E C~ (Il~0). An 
approximation argument then yields the general case. 
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2.2. Limiting measures and equations. 
solution I o the d<'fidPnt continuity <'quat ion 
Let 1.tf denote a (distributional) 
(2.11 ) 
We will now establish existence of the necessary £ ~ 0 limiting measures. We remark 
that here we will retrieve the limit abstractly, making no statement about the limiting 
dynamics. We will address Hamiltonian dynamics in the following section. 
As before, we denote by Xt the characteristic in equation (2.11) : X1 = Vt (X t), 
Xo= ld. 
REMARK 2.6. We point out that in this section and the next, we will use the weakest 
form of convergence of measures: distributional convergence, i.e., 11-n-' p, if 
However, if {f 1/J dJ.Ln}neN is bounded for some nonnegative 1/J E C(R0 ) such that t,&(x) 
tends uniformly to oo as !xl tends to oo (e.g., a moment condition) then distributional 
convergence is equivalent to narrow convergence, which is defined as ttr.-: IL if 
So we will often (automatically) acquire narrow convergence but utilize C:' functions 
to carry out the relevant arguments. 
We shall also use weak• convergence, which is defined as J.-tn-: !-'- if 
Since our measures are no longer probability measures, we prefer to not speak of 
tightness but instead think of them as Radon measures and abstractly extract a 
narrow limit point - which may very well have mass much less than the sequence 
from which it originated but is nonetheless a Radon measure. (Indeed, by the Riesz 
representation theorem, the dual of C'0(JRD) is isometrically isomorphic to the space 
of all Radon measures.) Then if we wish to establish some property of the limiting 
measure (e.g., that it satisfies some suitable equation) it, is enough to work with 
functions in C~(R0), as was discussed in the previous paragraph. 
Finally, as far as convergence of measures of sets are concerned, by standard 
properties of Radon measw·es it is the case thal if ttn -:I" and A is a Borel set, then 
(2.12) 
'vVe refer the reader to e.g., [3, Chapter 1.9J for such results. 
First let us extract a narrow continuity statement for measures satisfying the 
deficient continui ty equation: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let vf be as in Proposition 2.2 and let e E (0, 1). Suppose (!-'-1)tE[O,T) 
satisfies the deficient continuity equation (2.11) . Then t -+ ~ti is a continuous path 
in ./I( when the latter· space is endowed with the distributwnal convergence topology. 
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Moreover, if the ath moment of J.lb i,~ finile for some a> 0, then I--+ J1~ is a continuous 
path in ./1'( for the narrow convergence topology. 
Proof Let .p E Cgc>(JR0 ). By equation (2.2) the distributional derivative of 
t--+ g~ (t) := J <p dJ.li exists and is equal to 
where D is an open ball containing the support of cp and S, is defined in Proposition 
2.2, corresponding to 1•f. Let 
kb(t)=supivfi. 
xED 
(2.13) 
We have 
I(V'cp,t{) - t:lv~I'PI ~ Ck'b(t) 
for a constant C depending only on <p but independent of t. As k'b E L1 (0,'1') we 
conclude that g~ E wu(O,T) and so, it is continuous. 
Having established continuity in the distributional topology, continuity in thenar-
row topology is readily established under the stated conditions by standard approxi-
mation arguments. Indeed , for cpEC{i" we may write .p=cpn+cp-cpn with .PnECgc> 
satisfying cpn ~ cp and cp .Pn supported only outside a large region (tending to all of 
JR0 as n-+oo). Remark 2.5 ensures if the mth moment of J.l~ is finite for some m>O 
then the mth moment of J.lf remains uniformly bounded on IO,T). This provides us 
with a uniform tightness condition that can be used to estimate the 1'non-compact" 
portion of cp. 0 
REMARK 2.7. Further suppose in Lemma 2.1 that, e.g., IJ1f l ~l and that for any 
compact set K cR0 , there exists some constant C(K)>O such t.hat. for aU£, 
sup lv~(x) ~ C(K). 
tE ;O,T], xE K 
(2.14) 
T hat is, the velocity fields arc locally bounded, tmiformly for all £ and t of interest. 
Let us record that in Lhe proof of that Lemma we have exhibited a functional 
-.p-+ C"' of Cgc>(JRD) into (0, oo) such that if D is an open ball containing the support 
of cp then 
II9~IIW 1 ·'(0,T) ~ C"' 1T ko (t) dt , 
But since ko E £'>"(0, T ), we have in fact that g~ E 1\~' 1 •00 (0-T) for all t: and hence it is 
Lipschitz, with Lipschitz constant llko llu"'. Thus, we emphasize that if the velocity 
field is bouuded uniformly in e, then so is the resulting estimate on the relevant time 
cierivative. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose SUP~: IJ.L51 < oo and we have vf and 11T such that equations 
(2.11) and (2.14) hold. Then there exists a sequence (en) decreasing to 0 such that 
(J.lf") has a dist1ibutional limit J.lt as n tends to oo, for all t E [0, T]. Furthermore. 
t--+ J.lt is continuous for the distributional converyence. 
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Proof Assume for instance that ltt51 ~ 1. Remark 2.5 ensures that Jp.fJ ~ 1 
uniformly in t and e: . Using a diagonal sequence argument we can apply the Banach-
Alaoglu theorem to obtain (e:11 ) c (O,oo) converging to 0 as n t-ends to oo such that 
(J.Lr") converges in the distributional sense to some Jlt E Jlt for, e.g., each t E (/) := 
(O,T)nQ. 
1. Claim: If t E (O,T) then for any sequence (t,.,) C (/)converging tot we have that 
P,t, --' IJ,t for some P,t E Jlt independently of the sequence (tk)· (That is, the limit can 
be extended to all t E [0. T].) 
Proof of cl1tim. I3y the Ba.nach-Alaoglu theorem the set (tte)t.Eftt is pre-compact 
in the distributional topology. Let (tk), (t_k) C ~ be sequences converging to t as k 
tends to oo and suppose that JLt, __, v and Jlt; --" v· as k tends to oo. Let D be an open 
ball of radius r containing the support of an arbitrarily fixed funclion <p E C:~(IR0), 
set fo(L) =C(D) , and as in Remark 2.7 set 
Let C'i> be as in Remark 2.7, then since the estimates are uniform in e: we may let 
En -t 0 in that remark to obtain 
(2.15) 
Letting k tend to oo we obtain 
As <p E 0~ (IR0 ) is arbitrary we conclude that. v = v'", which proves the claim. 
2 . Claim: If t E (0, T) then (J.L;") converges in the distributional sense to Jlt E .4/. 
Proof of claim. We use equation (2.15) and the way L -t p,1 has been extended 
to (O,T) to obtain for t.t• E (O,T) 
'Vt,t" E (O,T), C:= C<i>·C(D). 
Fix t E (0, T). Then for LA- E 91 we have 
Jg~" (t) - g'i>(t) J ~ 19~" (t) - g~" (tk)l + Jg~" (tk) - .IJ<P(tk)l + Jg'P(t k) - g<p(t)l 
:5 Cit- tA,I + ig~" (tk)- g'i>(tk)i. 
Fixing k and passing to the limit when n tends to infinity we conclude that 
limsupJg~" (t) - g'P(L)I :5 Gil - tkl· 
n~oo 
We then let tk tend to t to conclude that 
which proves the claim. 
(2.16) 
0 
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REMARK 2.9. We remark that it is in fact also possible to abstractly retrieve some 
limiting velocity fidds (t•1) 1e:o.Tj so that together with the limiting measures (Jldte[o,r ) 
the continuity equation 
(2.17) 
is !>alisfied. fudccd , the basis for such a result is Lemma 7.2 in jl], which can be 
adapted to d<>firiPnt mt"asurE'S mutatis mutantis. In our case we also have the addi-
tional complication that the velocity fields have only a local bound. However, this can 
be dispensed with by inserting another diagonalization procedure where we consider 
finite vol umc m<'asurcs, IJ.~ ,L, which are supported in regions of scale L. Then we may 
first take e to zero, and then L to infinity. For the principal results of this note, this 
route will be avoided due (in part) to the fact that the velocity field and its limit must 
(and will) be produced on the basis of an explicit dynamical structure. 
2.3. Hamiltonian dynamics with mass dissipation. 
D EFINITlON 2.10. Given a measure /J· on IR0 where D=2d - and where we denote 
x= (p,q) - we define om· llamiltonian to be 
(2.18) 
where W and <I> are both functions of q and W is even. We further assume that 
o wec;(Rd). 
o <I> e c2 (JRd). 
We let a denote the range of the interaction. i.e. , W is supported on a ball of 
radius a. Although not always strictly necessary. we shall further assume, with no 
essential loss of generality, that <I> is polynomially bounded: 
I<I>(q)l ~ Bdqlb2 
for finite constants 81 and b2. 
Formally, the gradient of .Yf' with respect to the 2- Wasserstein metric at 11 ts the 
functional 
(2.19) 
provided that Jk is sufficiently well-behaved (see, e.g., {2/ o1· [4/). We shall use equation 
(2.19) in order to define the 1-elevant dynamics. 
Let J be the DxD symplectic matrix so that J(p,q) = (- q,p). We say that 
(J.tf)te[o,T) solve-s the deficient Hamiltonian ODE with initial condition Jko if it sat-
isfies 
(2.20) 
Similarly, we say that (J.kt)te (O,T) solves the Hamiltonian ODE with initial condition 
JJo if it :satisfies 
(2.21) 
equations (2.20) and (2.21) are again understood in the appropriate distributional 
sense, by testmg agamst functions .p E C~((O, T) x R.0 ). 
To enable us to extract limiting Hamilt-Onian dynamics. let us now prove: 
LEMMA 2.2. Set Vll = JV'w.n'(tk) and suppose 
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o (p,.) is of uniformly bounded total mass and converges to J.L in the distribu-
tional sense. 
o We have the tightness in p condition: limr_. 00 C,.(q) = 0 for all ij where 
Then (V,,~) converges uniformly to VJJ on compact sets. So, in particular, 
v,.,.J.Ln __. v,.J.L and IV~.<~'''"_,. IV~<IJ.L 
in the sense of dist1-ibution. 
Proof It suffices to show that (VW•J.L.,) converges uniformly to V'W•JL on 
compact, sets. As (IJ. .. ) is of uniformly bounded total mass, (VW * Jln) is a bounded 
subset of wLoo(JRd) and so, by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, (V'W * J.Ln) is precompact 
in C(Bo) - where Bo L'> a ball of radiU8 Q in JRd - for any Q > 0. To show that 
(VW • J.L,.) converges uniformly to VW * /.l on Eo it suffices to show that it. converges 
pointwise to VW *Jl. 
For r > 0 let (),. E C(R.) be a monotone nondecreasing continuous function such 
that 0 :::; o,.:::; 1 and 
Using for /ln the decomposition 
VW *l~u(il) = { VW(q-q)(l - (),.(lpl)) dp,.(p,q)+ { VW(q- q)O,.(Ipl) d!J.,.(p,q), }Rv }RD 
and writing a similar decomposition for Jt, we obtain 
IVW *IJ.n(ij) - V'W *IJ.(q)l 
$ llo V'W(q - q)(l-O,.(Ipl))(dttn(P,Q) - dJ.L(P,Q)) I +2Cr- l (g). (2.22) 
To obtain the upper bound in equation (2.22) we have used distributional convergence: 
Finally, we use that (p,q)-+ VW(q- q)(l - llr(lpl)) is of compact support , and again 
utilize the fact that (J.Ln) converges to 1J. in the distributional sense, to conclude from 
equation (2.22) that 
lim sup IVW * Jln(ii) - V'W *ll(il) l :5 2Cr- 1 (if). 
n-.oo 
Letting r tend to oo we have that (VW * J.L.o (q)) converges pointwise to VW * JL(q). 0 
THEOREM 2.11 (Existence of solution to deficict1t Harniltouia.H ODE). Fot fixed 
a 0 > 0, c: > 0, and 0 < T < oo, let Jto E Mo-0 denote some initial Borel measure on R0 
and let£ be the Hamiltonian in Definition 2.1 0. Assume for simplicity that the total 
mass of IJ.o is l. Then there exists a path l-+ ttf E Mo, where a < min{ a 0 ,e-}, such 
that 
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(t) (JJDte'O,T) satu;fies the deficient Hamiltonian ODE 
8tl-lf + 'iJ · (J'Vw.n"(J.L~)J.L~) = -eiJ"Vw.n"(J.Lf)IJl~. (2.23) 
(it} t--+ JJf E Ma is narrowly continuous and Afoc(Jlf) is monotonically nonincreas-
ing in t. i n particular, Mo(pf)5 1 for te[O,T J. 
Proof The construction of pf uses roughly the discretization scheme of §6 of 
[1], which goes as follows: 
1. For n~ 1 define the step size h=Tfn. 
2. We start with Jl~,n = J.!o and define v~·'l = J"Vw.ff(J.L~'n). 
3. For I E [kh, (k + l)h) we define J.L~,n to be the solution to the defici<>nt equation 
given in Proposition 2.4 with the constant velocity field 
By construction, we therefore see that (J.t~'"')te[o,r] satisfies 
'·' c,n+ ..., ( c,n 1 ..., YP( e,n )) lj'r7 VL?( t:,ll, )1 1:,n OtJ.Lt v . Jlt v wvc- ~-'ft/h)h = -F: v wvc- l' [t/h]h lit . 
Furthermore, Proposition 2.4 allows us to write 
for all!pE Cgc>(IR0 }. Here xc.n is the flow defined by 
and 
X. 1:,n _ e,n(X"'n} t - Ut t > 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
By Proposition 2.4, (iii) I-t Mo(J.t!'n) is monotone nonincreasing. In particular, the 
total masses of the p:·"~o- 's are uniformly bounded. Proceeding as in (the proof of) 
Proposition 2.8 we obtain the existence of an increasing sequence of natural numbers 
(nk)keN such that ask tends to oo, (JJ~·"• )keN converges in the sense of distribution to 
a measure J-tT for each t E [0, T]. ln order to avoid adding a new subscript we shall write 
that (Jl~.n)nEN converges in the sense of distribution to a measure 14 for each t E [0, T] 
where n is restricted to an appropriate subset of N. Observing that, by disintegration 
and Markov's inequality, for all r > 0 and qEJRd we have 
{ i"VW(q- q)l dJ.Lf'n(p,q) 5 e-01" feol(p,q)l]"iJW(q- q)i dttf'n(p,q) Ja~ xRd (2.26) 
5 e-ar Mo(Jlo)IIWIIcl, 
we can t>mploy Lemma 2.2 lo obtain, for fixed t E [0, TJ, 
J.L~ 'n\7w.Jf"(p; ·") converges in the distributional sense to J.Li"Vw.n"(p~) (2.27) 
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and 
J.t~ 'niV'wYt'(J.t~'") l converges in the distributional sense to J.tilV'w.7i"'(J.tDI· 
(2.28) 
By Remark 2.5, (iii) there exists a constant m independent of t E [0, T ] and kEN 
such that 
IV'w£(tt[i/h]h) - V'w.n'(J.t!'n)l = IV'W *ll[ti~Jh - V'W * JL:'nl $ h:i'fl. 
This, together with equations (2.27) and (2.28), and the fact that the total masses of 
{J.t~'nh,n. are bounded uniformly in t and n , implies that 
J.t!'n\7w . .7f'(J.t[i/hJh) converges in the distributional sense to J.tiV'w.n'(J.tD (2.29) 
and 
J.t~ 'n l \7 w £(J.t[i/hJh) I converges in the distributional sense to J.tf!V' w Yt'(J.ti) I· 
(2.30) 
We combine equations (2.24), (2.29), and (2.30) and use the fact that (V'w.Yt'(J.t1'n)) 
is hounded uniformly in t , n on compact sets to conclude that (ttDtE[O,T] satisfies 
equation (2.23). Thus, reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 2.4, t -t Ma(J.tn is 
monotone nonincreasing. The narrow continuity claim of item (ii) now immediately 
follows from Lemma 2.1. 0 
REMARK 2.12. We note that while in order to obtain existence of dynamics with non-
zero c an a priori estimate as in equation (2.26) already suffices, more is required to 
obtain some control which is uniform in c to retrieve limiting (c = 0) dynamics. Here 
is where the dynamical considerations will come into play (in particular, see Lemma 
4.1). 
3. D ynamical hypothesis 
Here we will let (p,q)= (position, momentum) denote canonical variables and Pt,Qt 
denote the associated Lagrangian trajectories (or characteristics) with dynamics dic-
tated by the relevant Hamiltonian. Indeed, we shall have occasion to consider single 
particle Hamiltonian dynamics with some Hamiltonian H (the Hamiltonian £ as 
defined in Definition 2.10 is the integrated total Hamiltonian of the whole system). 
We recall the canonical equations of Hamiltonian dynamics: 
. 8H p=--. oq 
. 8H 
q= op . 
We will assume that the Hamiltonian is given by 
1 H(p,q,t) = 21Piz + <I>(q) + 'll(t,q). 
(3.1) 
HeTe, <I> , 'll(-,t) E C 2(JRd), 'lJ is a Borel function defined on [O,oo) x JRd, and there exists 
B > 0 such that 
(3.2) 
Let u E C 2 (IR) be such that 
u' (r) 2 B + max(V<I>(q),q), 
lql= r 
r20, (3.3) 
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where qjql = q. We consider the auxiliary "Hamiltonian" 
- 1 2 H (p. q)=?_(p,q} + l(q) where l (q)=tt{lql). 
LEMMA 3.1 (Single Particle Dynamics) . Constder the single particle Hamiltonian 
dynamics equation {3. 1). We define a *-ring by the condition that 
l(q) < T(q•') , for alliql > lq*j, (3.4) 
and assume that q* =/: 0. Fix t E [0, T] . Then for all characteristics which start out 
inside the region bounded by the* ring, in the sense that jq01 < jq*l, either 
or 
with nonvanishing radial speed, i.e., there exists some some t. > t such that jq,,j = lq* l 
and 
dlqtl (t) > diqtl (t ) > 0 1or all t > t . dt - dt • ' J' - • 
Proof We first claim that, provided dJ~I > 0 on an interval, the quantity ii is 
increasing on that interval. Using equations (3.2) and (3.3), direct computations give 
d
2
lql = (q,q) + I<Wiql2 - (q,q}2 > (ij.q) = - ('V<I>(q) + vw(t q) ~) > _ ('VY( ) ~) 
dt2 jqj jqj3 jql • .q q ,q . 
(3.5) 
where the last inequality is strict due to (the strict inequality in) equation (3.2). 
As Y depends only on lql, 
('VY(q),q) = ('VY(q),<l} <i~~d 
and so. by equation (3.5), 
dlf = djqj <f jqj +('VI( ) .) = dlql (d?- jqj + ('VY( ) ')) > O. 
dt dt dt2 q ,q dt dt2 q ,q 
Suppose now that it is not the case that lqt l S jq .. l for all t ~ l. Set 
t. = inf { t: lq( t) I > iq* j. t ~ l}. 
1. Claim: We have 
jq(t.)l = jq* l 
(3.6) 
Proof of claim. What is obvious is that jq(t.)l = jq*l and the derivative of lql 
at t .. is nonnegative. Assume on the contrary that the derivative vanishes. Then 
we necessarily have {by simple expansion) that the second derivative of jqj at t. is 
nonpositive and so, since equation (3.5) reads 
~~~~ (t.) > - u'(lq*l) (3.7) 
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whereas equation (3.4) yields u'(lq•l) $0, we have a contradiction. 
2. Claim: ~(t):2: ~(t.) for all t;::::t*. 
Proof of claim. Assume on the contrary that 
E= { t:2: t.: d~~~ (t) < d~~~ (t.)} #0. 
Let t1 be the infimum of 6'. First it is noted that t 1 > t. since d;J~I (t.) > 0 by equation 
(3.7). But then 
dlql (' ) = dlql (t ) < dlql (t) v ( ) dt •1 dt • dt t E t. , i] I 
so that lq(ti)I > jq*l Thus, 
which is a contradiction since if is increasing on the interval (t. ,t1J. 0 
REMARK 3.1. Note that in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we have proven, in the last claim, 
the following general result. If t. E [0, '1') satisfies 
lq(t.)l = jq ~ , > 0 
then ~ ( t) ;:::: ~ ( t.) for all t;:::: t •. In particular H is increasing on the interval [t., T]. 
We make final assumptions on u' which will allow us to summarize our obser-
vations in this section in the following dynamical hypothesis to which we shall refer 
later: 
HYPOTHESIS 3.2. We postulate e:nstence ofY(q)=u(jql) where uEC2(R) .sali.sjiPs 
equation (9.9). We assume that there is a sequence {ql,}f_1 such that lqL.I increases 
to oo and for· all q£, 
Y (q) < Y (qi) for all jqj > jq[J (3.8) 
As a matter· of notation we will sometimes denote generic elements of the sequence 
by L* or just L when the context is clear. 
Let us al:.o define the phase space cylinders 
where HL denotes the ball in JRd of mdius L centemd at the origin, and refer to them 
as spatial regions of no return. 
REMARK 3.3. We note that the existence of unbounded (in q) spatial regions of no 
return is certainly guaranteed by the condiLion that Y(q) decreases in lql. Moreover, if 
Additionally Y (q),...., - lql 1 + R with R > l , then the unbounded motion will reach infinity 
in finite t ime. 
R EMARK 3.4. We emphasize that since the dynamical hypothesis is some uniform in 
e control on the dynamics, the no return condition is inherited in any e-+ 0 limit. 
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4. Consequences of the dy namical hy pothesis · 
4.1. Limiting Hamiltonian ODE. As a first consequence of the dynamical 
hypothesis we will retrieve some limiting dynamics (meaning the relevant equation of 
continni1y driven by t.he appropriate velocity field). In light of the content of Lemma 
2.2, we see thai we must first estimate, for fixed t, the quantity 
c,.(Jl~,q) := r e,.(p)IVW(q-q)l dJl~(p,q) , }Ro 
(in the following argument we will omit the tilde as it should cause no confusion) where 
the tti's are given by Theorem 2.11 and 8,. is supported outside the ball of radius r 
(Lemma 4.1). Further, we will have to produce some control on the time evolution of 
the relevant velocity fields, which is now not "automatic" since E is tending to zero 
(Lemma 4.2). 
Since the following argument requires pulling trajectories back to Jto , we shall 
work directly with the time discretized measures which, by construction, satisfy the 
pushforward equation Jl; ·n = x:·n #Jlo (~e Proposition 2.4 as it appears in the proof 
of Theorem 2.11). 
We have the following tightness estimate: 
LEMMA 4.1. LetT > 0 and let (Jt~·")u::[o,T] be the time discretized measures as con-
structed in ihe proof of Theorem 2. 11. Suppose further that 
o W is supported on the ball of radius a around the origin and there is some 
B ~ 0 such that 
IWI~B and I'VWI<B; 
o There is a ''bounding'' potential Y , which is uniform in .o, n. corresponding 
to <I> and i[ln := W *J4''" (see equation (3.3) and the display which follows) 
satisfymg the condition in Hypothesis .1. 2. 
Let Q > 0 and let C,.(Jl~'" ,q) be defined as in &emma 2.2, then for L as in Hy-
pothesis 3.2 sufficiently la1ye so that (see Definitiott 2. 10 for the meaning of a) 
lq.i,I>Q+a, 
we ha11e 
VQEBQ(O), 'v'IE [O,T], 'v'e> O, Vn 
the bound 
Here Qi denotes the complement of the cylinder nt := JRd X Blq~l and r is sufficiently 
large so that (at least) 
r· =r-1 - MLT> 0, 
where 
1\h = 13+ sup IV<Ii(q)l. 
qEB:qi, l 
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Proof We have that 
Cr(fl~,n ,q) =I i''VIV(q- 9t)IOr(Pt) dp~·n 
=I Br(Pt )!'VW(q- qt)I R~·"'(pt,qt) dJ.Lo(p,q); 
here it is re-emphasized that the validity of the pull back to l'o has been assw-ed by 
the manner in which the measures ft1'" were constructed. By invoking the dynamical 
condition, for trajectories starting inside !1£ this quantity can be bounded depending 
on whether the position marginal of the trajectory has ever left Dlqi.l by time t: If 
the trajectory never left, then the acceleration can be bounded by ML, whereas if the 
trajectory leaves, then it is guaranteed not to retw-n by Lemma 3.1, and so since lq£1 
is outside of the interaction range of any point in BQ , \i'W(q -q1) = 0. 
More precisely, let us partition the space of all possible initial conditions in phase 
space into three sets: 
S= {(p,q) E ~D ll9sl ~ Jq£1 'v's E (O,tl} , 
9 = {(p,q) ElR0 llql < Jq[,J and 3tE (O,t) such that IQrl > Jq£1}, 
0 = {(p,q) ER0 JlqJ ~ Jqj.J}. 
Since jq1.1 ~ Jq£1 > Q +a for q E g so that \i'W(q - q1) = 0 there, it is the case that we 
have 
Cr(J.L~'"',q)= { Br(Pt)!'VW(q- qt)I Rt(Pt. Qt) dJ1o(p,q) lsuo 
~ BJ.Lo(Q£) +HIs Or(Pt) dj.to(p,q). (4.1 ) 
Here in the last inequality we have used that IV'WI ~Band IRt l ~ 1. 
Since all measures under consideration have mass bounded by one, it is immediate 
that for all t E [0, TJ, 
IY'W*J.L? 1 I< B , I W·J.L~'" I~ B. 
Therefore, for (p, q) E S we have that, by construction of ')"' , 
I d~s I= l\7(<1> + W * J.L~·" )(qs)l ~ Ah, 'v's E [O,t}, 
from which it directly follows that 
IPd ~ Aht +!Pol· 
On the other hand , for the t rajectory to contribute to the last integral in (4.1) we 
must have Or (Pt ) > 0, so altogether we have 
r - 1 < IPt l ~ Mr_l + IPol. 
so that 
yielding the conclusion. 0 
REMARK 4.1. Let us fix t E(O,T J. 
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(i) In reference to the above lemma, for all t E IO, T] the entire bound now resides 
with flo , which is a particular (finite) rnC'asme. Thus W<' may choos<' L* large 
so that the first term f..to( QL) is small and then, by choosing r large, the second 
term can be made small. Not only is this uniform in t , but we further note that 
the estimates of Lemma 4.1 are uniform in the discretization 11 and also c, as 
the dynamical condition uniformly bounds the dynamics. 
(U) Let us set 
F7'n := ~M· *f..t~·n . Ff = ~W *f..t~, 
and suppose that f.t~,r~-' f..ti· We record that the above Lemma in particular 
implies that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied and hence Ft'·n ~ Ff 
uniformly on compact sets. (Recall that we have already established this via 
different means in the proof of Theorem 2.11.) 
Next we will acquire the required control on the time evolution of the (Hamilto-
nian) velocity fields. Let us denote by 
V~'n(p.q) = (- ~(<P + W *fti~JhJ(q),p] := 1- ~<I>(q) + F~n(q),pJ 
(where by slight abuse of notation, tn = tn(t) is the nearest lime discreti~ation point) 
the relevant velocity field for the time discretized measures f.t~ ,n . 
Suppose that MQ(Jto ) < oo for some a> 0. Formally, from the dc>firicnt equation 
of continuity, we have 
fJtF:·n(x) = kv (v · ~2W(q-q) - eivi•"(x)i~W(q-q)) dJt~'"(x)=: A;:; -eA~:~ . 
where the above ~2 is notation for the matrix of second derivatives. This requires 
justification since, strictly speaking, W is not compactly supported in phase space. 
However, since e > 0, we have exponential moments for f.t~,n (see Proposition 2.4, 
(iii); here, in hindsight, w~ may regard the v~·" used in the construction of f..t~'" as 
prescribed) and all relevant functions are C 1 so item (Ui) of Remark 2.5 can be applied. 
Recalling once again that for n < oo we may pullback to the initial measure, we 
rewrite the above as 
and 
Let { qi,}'f::1 be the sequence of no-return points as in Hypothesis 3.2. We set. q0 = 0. 
Given q E Rd , there exists a unique L such that lqi, I ~ lql < jq_i+ll· Let us define 
R.(q) = R+ max I~<P(q')l 
lq'ISI<Ii.-t•l 
For the potentials that we have in mind, under the assumption of an exponential 
moment for f..to , we certainly have that 
r R.(q) df..to < oo. 
lnt2d 
(4.2) 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let Q > lqil and let DQ CR0 be the ball of radius Q. centered at the 
origin. Let 11~·n, vf'n, and Jlo be as described and suppose that equation (4. 2) holds. 
( ln particular, for the polynomially bounded potentials as discussed in Definition 2.1 0, 
and Jo1· /10 with an exponential moment, this is the case.) Then there exists a constant 
C Q independent of e, n st~ch that 
{4.3) 
and 
sup{!8tF{'"(x)!l xE DQ.t E jO.TJ} $Co. 
.C,t 
(4.4 ) 
Proof Since '17 Ft'n = V 2W * /l~,n, the first inequality of the lemma follows as 
'V2 W is bounded and Jl·T·n is a finite measure. It remains to show the second statement. 
which requires a refinement of the proof of Lemma 4.1 . 
Choose L > 0 such that lqtl > Q +a and let S, Q, and 0 be the sets defined in 
Subsection 4.1 and corresponding to q£ . Each one of the above sets depends on e-,n as 
{pt,qt} is the flow associated to v~·n. But to simplify the notation, we will not display 
these dependences. Let us provide preliminary estimates for the cases (p,q) E S,Q,O: 
If (p,q) E9 then !qtl > lqi_l > Q+a and so, 
(4.5) 
If (p,q) E S then 
for all sE [O, t} and so, 
!vt(pt.qt)!2 = !Pcl2 +l.Vtl2 $ (lpl + Tn{q!,_.))2 + R (q[._ 1) 2 . 
Hence, 
Finally, consider (p,q) EO and let £1 be such that lqi)Siql< lq£1+1 1. Note 
that L 1 ?:. L. Suppose that, there exists .~ E [OJ) such that lqsl > lq"L+1 1. Let t1 be the 
smallest such s. 'vVe have lq8 l> lq£1+11 for all sE (t~ot) and so, 'VW(q-qt)=O for 
sE(tt,t) . If lqs iSiqi_,+1 1 for all sE[O.t] then lPsiS 'R(q) for all sE[O, t} and so, 
IPt I SIP! + t'R( q). 
We therefore have 
and conclude that 
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Since by equation (4.5) we need not consider (p,q) E 9, we have 
At,l= { 'VW(q - qdivt(Pt,Qt)iRt(Pt·Qt) dp,o(p,q). 
lsuo 
We can now use equations (4.2), (4.6), and {4.7) to conclude that 
sup IAe,J(x)I=:CJ,Q<oo. 
t, lx!$Q 
(4.8) 
Similar arguments yield 
sup IAt,2(x)I=:02,Q <oo. 
t,lfi$Q 
(4.9) 
Finally it is noted that these bounds are independent of c:,1t since all estimates have 
been performed with the •·reference" measure p,o, regardless of c:.n; in particular, 
while the sets 9, S ,O themselves may depend on c:,n, once the position/momentum 
bounds have been obtained - independently of c:,n - the measures of these sets are 
all estimated by the full measure. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
The required convergence of velocity fields as c: tends to zero now follows: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let I< c JRD be a compact set and suppose that p,~·r• __. Jlt subse-
quentially for some JJ.t {by this we mean that along some sequence (c:k,nk)~(O.oo) 
we have that JL~".n" _.~t1 }. Then v~·" converges uniformly to v1 :=(-\7(1P+Ft)(q),p] 
on K x [0, TJ {where F, = \7W * J.Lt) and consequently, 
in the sense of dtstributwn. 
Proof Let first recall that t,. = t,. ( t) is the nearest time discretization point to t. 
It is sufficient to show that Ft'~n converges to Pe uniformly (from this the distributional 
convcrgen<'<' immcdiatdy follows). Let us first. observe that Ftn is piecewise constant 
and (only) agrees with t~ at time discretization points. 
Notwithstanding, we begin by showing that Ff·" converges to Ft uniformly. To 
this end, we have by Lemma 4.2 that the (phase) spatial and time derivat ives are 
bounded and therefore the family (J<"'t'·") is pre-compact on C(K x [O,T]) by the 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem (and all functions in question are uniformly bounded), so there 
exists a subsequential limit Ft. On the other hand, inputing the tightness estimate 
from Lemma 4.1 (in particular see Remark 4.1, (i)) into Lemma 2.2, we conclude that 
F't = Fe. so in particular we have convergence along the original (c:k,ntr) sequence. 
Finally, let us take into account the discretization: Sin<'e by Lemma 4.2 
iF~.n- F. I< lp;.n- r.·"l + lf':.n - F. I< C It - ti + If':•" - F. I tn t - tn t t I - Q n t t 
(with Q > 0 such that K C DQ), and it,.- ti--7 0, as n~ oo, the result follows. 0 
Now we can repeat the logic of the proof of Theorem 2.11 to obtain existence of 
solutions to the (limiting) Hamiltonian ODE. 
THEOREM 4 .3 (Existence of Solutions to Hamiltonian ODE). For fixed 0 <T < oo 
and a 0 > 0 let Jlo E M o:u denote some initial Borel measur-e on R0 of finite total mass 
and let£ denote the Hamiltonian in Definition 2.10. A$sttme for simplicity that the 
total mass of 110 is 1. Then there exists a distributional limit of (11~' ")te [O.T] along 
some subseqttence (e-k,nk) . denoted (J.Ldte[o.T], .~tarting at I'·O such that 
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(i) t-+ J,J.t E .4'/ is distributionally continuous and Mo(J.l.t) ~ 1 fortE [0. Tj. 
{ii) (J.l.t)tE[O,T] satisfies the Hamiltonian ODE 
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Proof For E > 0 we let (J.L~.n)tE(O,T) be the time discretized. solutions from the 
proof of Theorem 2.11 with initial data. tt0 . It follows from the reasoning in the proof 
of Proposition 2.8 that we have a distributional limiting curve (J.Lt)tE(O,T] C .41 which 
is distributionally continuous; here we have taken J.l~! ,nt-' Jtt~ for a dense set of times 
in [0, T] and the rest of the argument is identical. 
That Mo(J.lt) $1 follows, after a small argument, from distributional convergence 
(since Mo(J.l~''1 ) $ 1 for all c,n, by the same reasoning as used in the proof of Theorem 
2.11). Finally, Corollary 4.2 gives the necessary convergence of the relevant velocity 
fields to yield the limiting dynamics (again we refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 
2.11). 0 
4.2. Closeness of trajectories and representation formulae. ln the 
ensuing subsection we will need stronger properties of J.Lf and associated trajectories. 
The key result in this subsection is a pullback formula for the measw·es ttf (Lemma 
4.4). As a. consequence we will immediately be able to extract a limiting Ha1niltonian 
ODE statement which does not explicitly involve time discretization (Theorem 4.4). 
Let us first review the setting of Proposition 2.2: 
Let t•f : ~D x [0, T]-+ RD be a sequence of Borel maps such that for each compact 
set K cJRD, the f'K are in £<lO(O,T), where 
fK (t) =sup lv~l + Lip(v;',K ). 
x E K 
Also let 11t :aD X [0, T]-+ JRP be another Borel map with 
!I<(t) =sup lvtl + Lip(t~t , K). 
xE K 
As in Proposition 2.2 we let [O,Tn(x)) be the maximal interval on which the ODE 
admits a unique solution. 
\Ve begin with an abstract closeness of trajectories result. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (v~~:JRD x [O, t] ~JRD In EN) be a sequence of velocity fields as de-
scribed. Let t > 0 and suppose that v~1 converges uniformly to some limiting velocity 
field ·us on K x [0, t] for any compact set K c R 0 . Suppose further that 
sup ll fK (t) II L""(O.t) := h< < oo. 
nEN 
Let L > 0 and define 
lat(L) = {x E JR 0 I X(-,x)[O, t] C DL} , 
where D L C JRD denotes the {phase space) ball of radius L centered around the origin. 
Then given any 6 > 0, there exists no(t , L,o) s·uch that if n '?::n0 , 
sup sup IX~(x) - Xs(x)l~6. 
:rEIB,(L) sE{O,t) 
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Proof Assume on the contrary that the conclusions do not hold. If so, there 
exists 6>0, an increasing sequence (nk)CN, and sequences (xk)clli1(L) and (sk)C 
[O,t] such that 
(4.11) 
For each k set 
Next choose u > 0 such that 
( 4.12) 
As (vi) converges uniformly to vd on DL x [O,t] we may choose a positive integer ko 
so that 
for all k 2: ko. 
sup lv:'k -v.l <a 
DLx{O.t~ 
We claim that ,Jk 2: L for k 2: k0. Assume towards a contradiction that ,Jk < t. For 
almost every sE(O, ·r9k) we have 
d ds IX:•(xk) -X.(xk)i::; lv~l~<(X;'k(xk)) -v.(Xs(xk))i 
::; !v~'k (X;'• (xk))- v~·· (X.(xk) )I+ lv~'· (X s(xk)) -v,.(X .. (xk))l 
<I DLH 1x.:• (:ck) - Xs(xk) i + u. 
A Gronwall type integral inequality and equation (4.12) yield 
IX;'4 (Xk)-Xs(Xk) l~-1 u ·exp(fvL+As)<¢. DL+6 
This proves that X"~<(xk,·)IO.tJk) is contained in DL+.S· Hence the solution X"~o(xk,·) 
of the ODE can be extended to an interval of positive length [19k , ,Jk + ak] such that 
by continuity 
on [0, 1Jk + ak]· This contradicts the maximality of 19" and proves the claim. We 
eventually use the fact that J9k 2: t for k 2: ko to contradict equation ( 4.11). 0 
The reasoning behind the above set of ideas now allows us lo deduce a represen-
tation formula for J.L~ from thE' representation formula for JL~·", i.e., the measure at 
time t is expressible as the push-forward of J.to, augmented with the depreciation in 
mass provided by Rr. Let us first recall that 
sr = {X E JR D : T 0 (X) > i} , 
where 'Te(x) is such that the ODE Xf(x) = vi(Xf), X8 = Id has a unique solution on 
[O,'T(x)) (see Proposition 2.2). 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let c > 0. t > 0 be fixed and let (lt!)se[o.t} be as constructed in Theorem 
2.11. Then we have the following representation formula: If <pE Cgc'(IRD). 
r 'I' d{tf = r ('I'. RD 0 X~ dp.o I J~o Js~ 
where we recall that §f is an open set, by Proposition 2.2. (ii) . 
Proof. The result essentially follows from Lemma 4.3 and the fact that since 
c > 0, t here is no ''discontinuity at inflnity". We first not.e that. by distributional 
convergenct> and by the fact. that for finite n we do have the representation formula, 
we have 
and therefore it is sufficient to establish that 
( 4.13) 
First we claim that v;•n uniformly converges to v! on I< x [O,tJ for any compact set 
f( C JR.O. Indeed, it is again s ufficient to address the interaction term and the argument 
is essentially the same as the proof of Corollary 4 .2: we remind the reader that the 
necessary estimates (namely equations ( 4.3) and ( 4.4)) to ensure pre-compactness 
from Lemma 4.2 are uniform inn. We therefore may assume the conclusion of Lemma 
4.3 for the trajectories xrn and Xf. 
To establish ( 4.13) we will divide into two cases: 
1. Case: x E Sf (or t < r c(x)). In this case, for L sufficiently large. x E BHL) and 
therefore by Lemma 4.3 we have the pointwise limit 
2. Case: x f!. S1 (or t;;:: -r~(x)). Here we claim that pointwise the corresponding 
portion of the integrand in the left hand side of ( 4.13) converges to 0: Choose r > 0 
arbitrary. Then choose A large enough so that cxp (-eA) <r. Next, choose t <r(x) 
such that IXf(x) - xi> 2A . Since [ < rc(x), by Lemma 4.3 there exists n 0 such that 
IXtn(:r)- Xf(x) i < A 
for all n ;;:: no. Hence, 
and so, 
r R;·"(Xf·"(x))~exp( -c fo ix.;·ni ds) ~exp( -ejXf'"(x)-xj ds) ~ exp(-cA}<r 
for these n. This proves that 
limsup Rf·" 0 x rn(x) ~ r. 
n-+oo 
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Taking r to zero, we may conclude the case x ~Sf. 
Integrating and invoking the dominated convergence theorem now yields equation 
(4.13). 0 
We can now extract the limiting measures by taking e to zero (along a sequence) 
directly: 
THEOREM 4.4. Fo1· fixed 0 < T < oo and a0 > 0 let Jl.O E M0 0 denote some initial Borel 
measure on .&0 of finite fofal ma.~.~ and let .Yt' denote the Hamiltonian in Definition 
2.10. Assume for simplicity that the total mass of Jto is 1. Let (JlDtE(O,T) be as con-
structed in Theorem 2.11. Then there exists a distributional limit of (Jl.f>te(o,T) along 
some subsequence (ek), denoted (Jldte{o,T], starting at Jto such that 
(i) t ~ Jlt E .41 i$ distributionally continuous and Mo(JJ.t) $1 fortE 10. T]. 
{ii} (Jl.dte{o,T] satisfies the Hamiltonian ODE 
Proof The representation formula from Lemma 4.4 allows us to adapt the 
proof of Corollary 4.2 for the measures (J.LDtE(O,TJ• yielding the requisite convergence 
of velocity fields. vVe remind the reader that once the representation formula has 
been acquired. the key ingredients for the proof of Corollary 4.2 are found in Lemma 
4.2. The conclusion of this Lemma provided derivative bounds on the velocity fields 
equations (4.8) and (4.9) - and these bounds are uniform in (nand) e. With 
these preparatory results in hand, the proof of Theorem 4.3 can be repeated mutati.~ 
mutantis. 0 
We conclude this subsection with a result which turns out to be of no explicit 
use in the present work but may be of some independent interest: As an immediate 
corollary to the preceding ideas we can also deduce a closeness of trajectories result 
as c tends to zero. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let L > 0, t > 0 and consider J.Li and trajectories given by the dy-
namics in Theorem 2.11. For c ~ 0 we define 
B~(L) = {xE IR0 I X'(·,x)[O,tl C DL}, 
where D L denotes the phase space ball of radius L centered around the origin. Suppose 
Jl.~· ..J.IJ.t· Then given any a>O, there exists co(t,L) such that ifcE(ck) and c<eo, 
then 
In particular, 
sup sup IX!(x)- X s(x)l < 6. 
:rEB~(L)sE[O,tJ 
Bf(L) cB~(L+a). 
Proof It is sufficient to verify the hypothesis of Lemma. 4.3, which is immediate 
from Lemma. 4.2 (here we reiterate that the relevant estimates in equations (4.3) 
and (4.4) are uniform in e: c.f., the proof of Theorem 4.4). We note that a further 
subsequence in e is not required as the limit is uniquely specified by Lemma 2.2 (as 
was the case in the proof of Corollary 4.2). 0 
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4.3. C onver gence of m ass. Here we are in the setting of Theorem 4.4, a.nd 
we wish to establish statements concerning convergence of (total) mass. In particular, 
for Gk -t 0 and J.L~« -' lit we will show that a limit exjsts for the finite €-masses and in 
particular it agrees a.e. with the mass of the limiting measure. 
Since 14 has been constructed in Theorem 2.11 as the limit for the narrow con-
vergence of a sequence (J.L1'") such that t -t J.L~'"(IR0) is monotone nonincreasing, 
t -t J.Lf(IR 0 ) is monotone nonincreasing (which also follows from the fact that J.L~ sat-
isfies equation (2.2)). Unfortunately, in Theorem 4.4, J.Lt is obtained as a limit of a 
subsequence of (J.Li) only for the vague topology and so, the above simple argument 
does not apply. What is obvious is that as 14 is independent of €, J.Lt(IR0 ) $ J.Lo(IR0 ). 
In light of the previous comments. we plan to first demonstrate that, at least 
under the dynamical condition, in the limiting measure the mass can only decrease in 
timE'. (That is, there cannot be particles returning from infinity.) 
First, for expository ease, we will introduce compact regions of no return in phase 
space. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let t > l?. 0 and consider a trajectory X 1 = (Pt, qt) satisfying the 
dynamics as in Theorem 2. 11 such that Xr is in some BL' x BL· for some L' > 0, and 
where L* is as in Hypothesis 3.2 and remains in l!td X BL· = nL. up to timet. Then 
there is a fj ~-dependent constant a.. such that uniformly in e, for all1 E [f, tJ, 
IPrl $ a*(t- t) + IPrl· 
Proof Let us write F{(qt)='V <P(qt)+ 'VW*J.Li(qt) and observe that since I'VWI 
and I'V<f>l are both bounded in nL., there is some £*-dependent constant a .. such LhaL 
IFt(Qt) I:S: a ... Taking into account the fact that, for all e, the total mass of J.Lf can, 
without loss of generality, be assumed to be less than or equal to 1, we may explicitly 
choose 
a.= sup I'V<PI + I'VWI. 
qEBL. 
We have by the canonical equations that (uniformly in e) 
d -
ds IPs I $IPs I= IFs(Qs) l $a ... 
where we have used that lqsl :5lq. l = U for all 0$ s $ t. The result follows by integra-
tion. 0 
It is now clear that we ruay define phase space regions of no return: 
DEFINITION 4 .7 . Let T > O, let (JlDte[o,TJ be given as in Theorem 2.11, and let 
L ~ -too be the sequence as tn Hypothesis 3.2. Let 1'/ > 0 be an arbitrary (small) number. 
Then we define 
f2L· (t} = BL· +(a.+'l)t X BL· 1 
where a.. is as in Proposition 4. 6. 
We then have 
LI::MMA 4.5. Lett E [O,TJ be fued. Under Hypothesis :3.2, for any trajectory (PlAr) E 
[2L. (t) satisfying the dynamics a.~ given in Theorem 2.11, it is the case that either 
(Pt.Qt)EfiL•(t). Jm· all t~t, 
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or 
either at .some finite time or as t ~ oo. In particular, there ts some time l. after which 
the radial speed is uniformly bounded away from zero: i.e., there exists some o and 
some t. > l such that 
djqd dt 2: o > 0, for all t 2: t •. 
Moreover, (pt,Qt) exits OL· (t) on the jqj =jq*j boundary. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 4.6. Indeed if 
the space marginal never exceeds L*, then by Proposition 4.6 the momentum marginal 
remains within the staled bounds: Explicitly, as long as Q8 • E BL· for all s' E lf,sJ, the 
corrt>sponding momentum satisfies 
and hence (p,,, q8 ) E Ot,• ( s). It follows that the only available exit is via the position 
space marginal and hence there is no possibility of return, by Lemma 2.1. 0 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let T > 0 and let (J.Lt)tE[O,TJ be as obtained in Theorem 4.4 and 
let us denote by Mit the total mass at time t: Mt = J.Lt (RD). Then Mlt is monotone 
nonincreasing in t. 
Proof. Suppose 0 5 t 1 < t2 5 T. Let 8 > 0 and let us choose L* > 0 sufficiently 
large, where L* is as described before, so that 
(where DL· denotes the phase space ball of radius L*) and 
J.Lt, (<nt,·(t2nc) <o. 
:\ow we claim that for aJl c, 
(4.14) 
In broad strokes, the argument proceeds as follows: By the representation formula 
in Lemma 4.4, we can decompose (at time t2) the mass in ftL. (t2) into that which 
originated, at t=O. from ftL. (0)(= Dt,·) and that which did not. The latter clearly 
has J.to mass bounded by o, while the former, path-wise, must be in the set f'IL· (t!) 
at time t 1 , by the no-return condition stated in Lemma 4.5. 
More explicitly, we claim that 
(4.15) 
Indeed, suppose (po,Qo) E DL· and (p1,,Qt2 ) E DL· (t2). lf lqtl > L" occurs for some t E 
(O,t2), the no return condition would yield that jqt2 1 > u·, which contradicts the fact 
that (Pt2 ,qt~)Ef2L.(t2)· Consequently, lqtiSL" for all tEIO.t2j and so, jdptfdtiSa~ 
for IE IO,td, which yields (po,Qo) E (Xf1 )-1(fiL. (ti)). 
The claimed inequality equation (4.14) now basically follows from the above set 
containment along with the fact that Rf is decreasing in t along each trajectory. Ylore 
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precisely, let .Pk E C'o with values in [0, lJ and support in i1r... { t2) he functions which 
satisfy 
(Such functions are readily constructed.) Then 
{ 'Pk dJ.L~1 =1 (<pk · fl;2 ) o Xf, dtto J(i~.. (t,) cx:,) - l({it.· (t,)) 
$ { . (cpk · R~,) o Xf, dJ1o+t5 J o~.. n(x:,)-t(o~..(t2)) 
by our choice of Dr..·. Invoking the set containment in equation (4.15), the above 
inequality can be continued as 
{ cp~.; dJ.L~2 $ { _ ( 'PJ.- · R~,) o Xf, dtto + c5. ln[,• (t,) 1 o~..ncx:1 )- 1 cn~.. (tt)) 
:"Jext we observe that pushing forward to time t 1 , the second term in the product 
i!l the integrand together with dtto becomes dJ.Lt. the set of integration becomes 
i1L· (ti)nX[1 (Dr..·), and the integrand becomes .PA-oXt2 -t1 : 
{ I{Jk dJ.L~, $ { (<pkoXt,-t,) dJt~, +c5$Jt~1 (f2r..·(ti))+6, ln~. . (t 2 ) ln~.. (t,)nx:,co~..) 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that I{Jk $ 1. Taking k to infinity, we 
conclude 
Since the above holds for all e, we have by equation (2.12) and the choice of L" 
that 
Mt, ?:. /.lt 1 (fl1,• (t1 )) ?;, limsupJ.L~1 (flr..· (t1 )) ?:.limsupJ.L~, ((!1L· (t2)t) - o 
e ~ 
?:. liminf J1~2 ( (flr..· (t2)t)- c5?:. J.Lt2 ((i'2r..· (t2) t)- c5?:. Mt, - 2c5, t 
and the desired monotonicity follows by taking c5 to zero. 0 
Now we introduce a more quantitative version of the dynamical condition which 
can be understood as a requirement that the external potential diverges sufficiently 
fast n<'ar infinity: 
HYPOTHESIS 4.9. As in Section 3, we consider dynamics given by Lhe Hamiltonian 
1 
H(p,q,t) = 2IPI2 + <P(q) + 'l! (t.q), (4.16) 
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where I'\71J!(t ,q)l <B. 'v't ~ 0, qE JRd (oo that in particular we may take, e.g., IJ! (t.q) = 
(W*J.Lf)(qt)). Recall that Hypothesis 3.2 concerns the existence of spherically sym-
metric bounding potentials i such lhat T(q) < Y(q£) for all lql > lq[J 
Here we are concerned with pairs of position space rings L and f(L) such that 
t(L) < L (not necessarily adjacent). Let t > 0 be essentially arbitrary and let us con-
sider trajectoriPs of pa.rticlPs operating tmder !-dynamics which exit Be. at time t, 
having at some earlier time exited Bt 
£L(t):= {qsiQtE8Bt,, Qt'EBt(L) for some t'<t}. 
Obviously, for some t's, the sets EL(t) are non-empty. For £L(t) f 0 we may define 
i}t,(t) =sup{ T I q(s) E EL(t) ,iqt+rl < oo }. 
And, if EL(t) = 0- e.g., if Y is very repulsive and tis too large- then we may, for 
convenience, define JL(t) = 0. Finally we define 
h = supJL(t). 
t 
We take as a hypothesis the existence of a sequence ( L.f(L)) unth f(L)-+ oo such that 
lim ·Tt, =0. 
L-toa 
REMARK 4.10. Following along the lines of the discussions in Remark 3.3, it is readily 
derived that if the bounding potential Y satisfies power law upper and lower bounds 
of the form 
with d1 , d2 larger than 2 then, if Hypolhesis 3.2 is satisfied, then the 1->Lronger Hy-
pothesis 4.9 also holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let t > 0 be arbitrary and consider Hamiltonian dynamics ac-
cording to equation (4.16). Suppose Hypothesis 4.9 holds. Let us define the phase 
space "escape times" TL by analogy to the above with the Bt, 's etc., replaced by the 
appr·opriate f!L 's providing u.s with (u.ntilded) ver·sions of Eh(t) and JL(t). 
Then we have 
Proof This is immediate from Lemma 4.5 which ensures that when particles 
exit OL(t), they do so via the position space barrier and the fact (as can be seen from 
e.g., equation (3.5)) that the actual radial momentum is bounded by that provided 
by the T-dyna.mics. 0 
REMARK 4.12. We remark that lor finite e:. the quantity TL is a universal bound 
for the non-existence of trajectories that are in Ot(t') at timet' and exiting f!L(t) at 
time t. Indeed, all dynamics are bounded by the dynamics driven by the potential i 
which is, by fiat, uniform in e:. 
THEOREM 4.13. Suppose Hypothesis 4.9 holds and suppose that J.L~k ~J.Lt as in The-
orem 4.4. Then it is the case that for almost every t E !O.TJ. 
Mit = lim M~k. 
ek-tO 
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More specifically the above converyence holds at all points of continuity of Mit· 
Proof. Let us denote 
M;- = lim Mt', Mi = lim Mt' 
t' /'t t''vt 
and 
29 
It is clear that M~ $ M~ and the monotonicity result of M1 established in Proposition 
4.8 gives that M[ $ M;. We will establish that in fact 
from which the result follows. In particular (although (sub)subsequcntial limits are 
already guaranteed by the monotonicity of the M~k) this establishes the <\.c. existence 
of the limit forM~" at points of continuity of M 1 . We will separate the proof into two 
claims. 
Claim. Mi $ M~: 
Let o > 0 be arbitrary, and let L > 0 be such that 1-Lt ( D'jJ < 6, where D L denotes 
a phase space ball of radius L . Then, from weak* convergence (see equation (2.12)), 
and the claim follows. (::'llote that this shows that a mass convergence result is im-
mediate in the absence of the interaction W, since then all trajectories X fs are the 
same and the masses Mi are monotonically increasing as e--+ 0.) 
Claim. M~ 5 Mi": 
Let 8 > 0 and let f := £( L) be from the hypothesized sequence in Hypothesis 4.9 
such that 
Next given any e > 0 we let Lc > 0 be such that 
Let us now consider the time t-TL with TL as in Proposition 4.11. Then we claim 
that 
On the level of heuristics (and neglecting for the time being the (beneficial) effect of 
reduction in mass afforded by RD the above display can be understood as follows: 
First we observe that by our choice of f we may restrict attention to mass that 
initiated in Dt. Jow all of this mass which is in flL{t) at timet is certainly in s1L(t' ) 
for t' < t since L is a ring of no return (this is the same reasoning as used in the proof 
of Proposition 4.8) , and in particular this applies to t' = t - T£ . As for the mass in 
nL. (t) \ OL(t), we note that if the representative particles had already left OL(t- TL) 
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before lime t- T£, then by timet they would be (well) beyond f2L, (t), by the definitiou 
of TL; h<'r<' we arc specifically employing thE> hypothesiz<'ci prop<'rties of (f,L). 
The actual proof proceeds as follows: Let. TJ > 0 and let .p.., be a continuous function 
such .p.., = l on nL. (t) and cp., =0 on (ftL,+I7(t)r. We have then, by the representation 
formula in Lemma 4.4, 
/tf{f2L, (t)) $ { tp11 dJ.I.~ = { (cp.., · Ri) o X[ dJ.I.o }Ro }Ro 
$ { (<p11 • R;) o X[ dJ.I.o + 8. J<xn 1 (11L.+,(t)JnDt 
Now, we claim, we have the set containment 
Den (xf)-1(f2L.+'1(t)) c Den (X f_n )- 1 (!'h,(t - rL)). 
Indeed, following the reasoning in equation (4.15} we certainly have that the left 
hand side is contained in Den(Xf_,.J-1 (S'iL.+'1(t-rL)) , so it remains to establish 
the stronger statement that we can shrink down to spatial scale L. Suppose then that 
(Po,Qo) E Dt and 
(Pt-TLtQt-TL) E nL.+..,(t -rL) \ S'iL(t - rL). 
Then the trajectory was, initially, in Ot(O) and at some time s' which is earlier than 
t-rL had exited S'iL(s'). It follows by the definition of TL that at some point before 
timet, the trajectory had ceased to exist (gone to infinity) and therefore it is certainly 
not in 0L,+I7(t). 
Continuing and using the representation formula from Lemma 4.4 again, we now 
have 
J.l.f(OL,(t))$ { (<p'1 · Hi) o X f dJ.i.o+6 J<x: - rL )-1 (I"'L{t-n))nD, $1 cp.., dJ.4- TL + 6 
OL(t-n) 
$ J.l.f-TI, (Odt- TL)) + J, 
as claimed. 
Using the inequality established above and the choice of Le .. we have 
Ml~~ $ /.L~* (OL,., (t)) + 6 $1-':~ri.. (OL(t - TL)) + 26. 
Taking the limsup and recalling again equation (2.12), we arrive at 
MI; $ J.l.t-..-L (nL(t- TL)) + 26$ Mit-T~. +26. 
The result follows by taking L to infinit.y. 0 
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